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NULIA AND INTY LAUNCH NULIA WORKS PLATFORM PARTNERSHIP
Bringing Nulia Works Digital Enablement to intY’s Office 365 Partners and Customers
Microsoft Inspire, Las Vegas, Nevada – July 15, 2019 – Nulia is pleased to announce a
partnership with intY to include intY offering the Nulia Works platform, providing their
customers a unique bundle of Office 365 with Nulia Works digital enablement.
The Nulia Works platform guides users with data-driven insights, providing
personalized productivity skill development, engaging users to adopt lasting behavioral
change in their natural flow of work. Going way beyond traditional training, Nulia
Works is built as a new way to get users to continuously attain and more importantly
use and maintain a wide range of digital productivity skills through the act of doing.
With Partner InsightsTM, part of intY’s CASCADE partner provisioning portal partners
have the ability to see deeply into a customer’s adoption of Office 365 and identify
opportunities for a customer to increase their Office 365 value by growing Office 365
usage. By combining Nulia Works digital enablement with Office 365, intY partners can
now provide their customers a unique solution to help their employees attain, maintain
and use the Office 365 productivity skills so crucial to unlocking that value.
“Nulia is excited to bring Nulia Works digital enablement to intY partners and
customers,” says Nulia co-founder and CEO Steve Zimba. “We recognize Partner
InsightsTM and CASCADE from intY as a best in breed solution for identifying Office 365
adoption opportunities, and we think Nulia Works is the perfect platform for helping
end users reach their maximum productivity potential while unlocking the full value
across the Office 365 suite.”

“intY has long believed that the full value of Office 365 is only possible by enabling each
and every user to maximize their use of the service” says intY CEO Craig Joseph. “With
CASCADE and Partner Insights™, we have a platform that enables partners to identify
hidden adoption opportunities. By adding Nulia Works to our Microsoft Office 365
product line, we now offer the industry’s best solution for getting end users fully using
and adopting the service, while helping them develop sustainable productivity skills
that will unlock the full value of Office 365 each and every day.”
Nulia is showcasing the Nulia Works platform for Office 365 at the Microsoft Inspire
conference in Las Vegas, Nevada from July 14-July 17. We invite you to visit us at booth
#1906. Simultaneously, intY and Nulia are demonstrating the combined Partner
InsightsTM and Nulia Works platform in the intY booth #1829. To schedule a briefing at
Inspire, contact us at inspiremeeting@nulia.cloud.
About Nulia:
Nulia is a pioneer in Digital Enablement, getting users using their digital productivity
suites. Our Nulia Works platform is the first of its kind in the SaaS productivity suite
industry, supporting a system of measurement, personalization, and engagement
guiding users to attain, maintain and use new digital productivity skills. We’re
headquartered in Eugene, Oregon and have our international operations based in
Dublin, Ireland. To learn more, visit nulia.cloud. Join us in sparking the Digital
Enablement movement!
About intY:
intY is an award-winning pioneer for the distribution of Cloud services from the biggest
cloud software vendors in the world, including Microsoft, Acronis and Symantec.
CASCADE, intY’s self-service portal and the original Cloud Marketplace, enables
partners to seamlessly order and manage cloud services for their clients 24/7. Our
platform and proposition is unique, in that it allows resellers of any kind whether they
are proficient in IT Sales and Support or not, to service their existing client base. intY is
globally recognized for leading the way in cloud distribution and supporting partners in
maximizing the opportunity in their chosen industry. This is all underpinned by intY’s
phenomenal people and exceptional multi-vendor support. For more information, visit
www.inty.com.
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